Tuesday, May 21, 2019

Noon  Welcome Lunch (The Metropolitan)

12:45 pm  Greeting / Program Overview/Antitrust Reminder

1–5:00 pm  Forum Speakers

What to Expect This Congress  
Bruce Mehlman – National Political Strategist, Mehlman, Castagnetti, Rosen and Thomas

National Housing and Construction Outlook  
Robert Dietz – Chief Economist, National Association of Homebuilders

Charting the Federal Response to Climate Debate  
The Honorable Paul Tonko (D- New York) – Chairman, House Environment and Climate Change Subcommittee

Achieving a Net Zero Building Stock: New York’s Carbon Neutral Roadmap  
Greg Hale – Senior Advisor for Energy Efficiency Markets, Office of the President and CEO, NYSERDA

Workforce Challenges and Opportunities in Residential Construction  
Ken Gear – Leading Builders of America

Insights on Covering the Trump White House  
Jonathan Swan – National Political Reporter for Axios Media

5:30–7 pm  Social Hour – Liaison Hotel Rooftop Bar
Wednesday, May 22, 2019

7:15 am  Breakfast (The Metropolitan)

7:45 am  Advocacy 101 / Overview of Issues
Curt Rich – President and CEO, North American Insulation Manufacturers Association
Justin Koscher – President, Polyisocyanurate Insulation Manufacturers Association
Michael Kwart – Executive Director, Insulation Contractors Association of America
Stephen Wieroniey – Director, American Chemistry Council Center for the Polyurethanes Industry

Martha Moore – Senior Director for Policy Analysis & Statistics, American Chemistry Council
- What does the insulation industry mean to the U.S. economy

8:45 am  Depart for Capitol Hill

9:00 – 3:00 pm  Congressional Meetings (meeting schedules to be provided at registration)
ANTITRUST GUIDELINES FOR NAIMA MEETINGS

DON'Ts

Do not, whether seriously or in jest, in fact or in appearance, discuss or exchange information regarding:

PRICES, INCLUDING:

• Individual company prices, price changes, price differentials, pricing patterns or policies, terms and conditions of sale affecting price such as mark-ups, discounts, allowances, credit terms, warranties, the content of labels, indemnification agreements, etc.

• Industry pricing policies, price levels, price changes, pricing procedures, profit margins or other data that bear on price.

• Individual company data on costs, production, capacity, inventory, sales, profit margins or other data that bear on price.

PRODUCTION, INCLUDING:

• Changes in industry production, capacity, inventories (including planned or anticipated changes); and

• Individual company plans concerning the design, production, distribution or marketing of particular products or product features, including possible or proposed customers or territories;

MARKETING PROCEDURES, INCLUDING:

• Matters relating to dealing or not dealing with actual or potential individual suppliers, customers, or competitors that might have the purpose or the effect of excluding them from any market, or any part thereof;

• Territorial restrictions, allocations of customers, restrictions on types of products or any other kind of market division; and

• Bids on contracts or procedures for responding to bids.

• Boycotting customers or vendors.

THESE GUIDELINES APPLY BOTH TO NAIMA MEETINGS AND SOCIAL EVENTS

Remember that even individuals who do not actively participate in an unlawful discussion, or who do not formally agree to act in a certain way, risk incurring personal liability and liability for their company and the Association merely by virtue of their awareness of any potentially unlawful communication.